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Nonlinear tearing mode study using the ‘‘almost ideal
magnetohydrodynamics „MHD…’’ constraint
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Tearing modes of finite amplitude are studied numerically using the ‘‘almost ideal
magnetohydrodynamics~MHD!’’ constraint, which is a modification of the ideal MHD constraints
that allows reconnection of the magnetic field lines. For the one-dimensional initial equilibria
studied here, the stability criterion is found to be the same as that of the linear tearing mode theory,
namelyD8,0. The nonlinear saturation level of the mode can also be determined; it is found to be
smaller than that estimated fromD8(Wsat)50 @R. B. White et al., Phys. Fluids20, 800 ~1977!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tearing mode1 is an important resistive magnetoh
drodynamics~MHD! mode. It perturbs the initial equilibrium
magnetic flux surfaces through magnetic field line reconn
tion to form new flux surfaces with magnetic islands. In t
study of the tearing mode,1,2 usually the initial equilibria are
one-dimensional with two ignorable coordinates, and
perturbed equilibria are two-dimensional with one ignora
coordinate. Therefore, magnetic flux surfaces exist for b
the initial and the perturbed equilibria~Fig. 1!. The tearing
mode can be linearly unstable.1 For the linearly unstable
case, White, Monticello, Rosenbluth, and Waddell ha
made an analytical theory for the nonlinear saturation of
unstable mode.3 More recently, a neoclassical tearing mo
theory4 shows that the mode can be nonlinearly driven by
bootstrap current even when it is linearly stable to the c
sical tearing mode. There exists a threshold amplitude ab
which the mode can be nonlinearly excited. The neoclass
tearing mode has been experimentally observed.5 However,
the origin of the threshold is not definitely resolved.6,7

As an intrinsically nonlinear approach, the use of t
‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint8 is suited to study the non
linear properties of the tearing mode. In this paper, as a v
dation of the method, we study two characteristics of
tearing mode using the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint:~1!
the linear stability condition for the initial one-dimension
equilibrium; and~2! the final saturation level for the unstab
case. In this work, we only consider the simplest case wh
no gradient of pressure or current density exists at the m
resonant surface.

The tearing mode cannot exist under the ideal MH
constraint, which does not permit changes in flux surfa
topology.9 On the other hand, it is well known that the ide

a!Electronic mail: ren@cptc.wisc.edu
2571070-664X/98/5(7)/2574/4/$15.00
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MHD constraint is violated only in a narrow region near t
mode resonant surface, where the magnetic field is perp
dicular to the wave vector of the mode.1 The ‘‘almost ideal
MHD’’ constraint is a relaxation of the ideal MHD constrain
to allow such local changes of the flux surface topology.9

In principle, one can find many equilibria with island
which are associated with the initial one-dimensional eq
librium through the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint. In gen
eral, these island equilibria have a singular current at
X-point of the islands@Fig. 1~b!#. Depending on the sign o
this singular current, the equilibrium evolves, on the tear
mode time scale, in the direction of either increasing or
creasing the island width. We are interested in an equi
rium where the singular current is zero and therefore i
final stationary state. If such a final equilibrium is found
include an island~it is believed that there is at most one su
equilibrium!, then the initial equilibrium is presumed to b
tearing-mode unstable and the island width of the final s
is the saturation width. If no possible final state with
island is found, then the initial equilibrium is tearing-mod
stable. Because we do not use any small amplitude exp
sion, this approach is intrinsically nonlinear.

In the rest of the paper, we use an example to illustr
the application of the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint to th
problem of the tearing mode stability and saturation. We w
show that the stability criterion is the same as the linear ‘‘D8
theory’’1 and give the saturation width for an unstable init
equilibrium. As mentioned earlier, this is only done f
simple initial equilibria.

II. AN EXAMPLE

We consider a simple case where there is no pres
gradient,“p50. Then, the force-balance equation for t
equilibrium is justJ3B50. We use Cartesian coordinate
where ẑ is an ignorable coordinate (]/]z50) for both the
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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initial and final equilibrium. The initial equilibrium is also
independent ofy. The magnetic fieldB is expressed through
functionsBz(x,y) andc(x,y) as

B5Bzẑ1“c3 ẑ.

Then, the force-balance equation becomes

Bz“Bz1~“2c!“c1 ẑ~“c3“Bz• ẑ!50.

The ẑ-component of the above equation givesBz5Bz(c).
The rest of the equation is

¹2c1Bz

dBz

dc
50. ~1!

Equation ~1! determines both the initial and final equilib
rium, onceBz(c) and the boundary conditions are given. F
the boundary conditions, we assume that there are
perfectly-conducting walls atx561 where c(61,y)50.
The boundary condition in they-direction is set to be peri
odic with a period ofL, c(x,y)5c(x,y1L).

The one-dimensional initial equilibrium can be describ
by c5c i(x). For simplicity, we further assumec i(x)
5c i(2x) and thatc i decreases monotonically from the ce
ter (x50) toward the two conducting walls (x561). The
resonant surface is atx50 wherec reaches its maximum
value. By assuming left-right symmetry, we only have
study thex>0 region. The approach can be generalized
the asymmetrical case.8

FIG. 1. Magnetic flux surfaces for two equilibria:~a! initial one-dimensional
equilibrium. ~b! Final two-dimensional equilibrium with island.
e
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One family of such initial equilibria can be described b
BzBz85a2c1b, which results inc52(b/a2)(12cosax/
cosa), with 0,a,p and b/cosa.0. The value ofD8,
which is the key linear stability parameter,1 for these initial
equilibria can readily be found analytically, yieldingD85
22k cotk with k25a22k2 and k52p/L. A positive D8
means instability.

The ideal MHD constraint for this“p50 case can be
represented by requiring that theBz flux enclosed by a flux
surfacec5c1,

f~c1!5E BzS@c~x,y!2c1#dxdy,

S@u#5H 1, u.0,

0, u,0,

be a conserved function. In a tokamak, this is equivalen
the conservation of the safety factor. For simplicity, we co
sider the limit whereBz→`, Bz8→0, andBzBz8 remains fi-
nite. Then, the conservation off(c) is equivalent to the
incompressibility of the plasma. That is, the area enclosed
a flux surface remains constant; i.e.,

A~c1!5E S@c~x,y!2c1#dxdy

is a conserved function.
To relax this constraint to the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ con

straint, we only require a finite number of ‘‘moments’’ o
A(c) to be conserved. That is, the set of integrals,

gn5E Gn~c!dA, n51,2, . . . ,N,

whereGn is a set of base functions, are conserved. The b
functionsGn should be sufficiently diverse inc-space. The
number of base functions is finite to allow magnetic field li
reconnection. When the number of base functions
proaches infinity, the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint ap
proaches the ideal MHD constraint. We choose the follow
set of the ‘‘tent’’ base functions:
dGn

dc
5H ~N21!@c/cmax2~n22!/~N21!#, for ~n22!/~N21!<c/cmax<~n21!/~N21!,

12~N21!@c/cmax2~n21!/~N21!#, for~n21!/~N21!<c/cmax<n/~N21!,

0, otherwise,
al

xi-
t

where cmax is the maximum value ofc. So formally, the
‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint can be written as

gn f5gni , n51,2, . . . ,N ~2!

wheregn f andgni are the integrals of thenth base function
over the final and initial state, respectively. The setgni can
be calculated from the given initial equilibrium and is th
only information needed from it. Our goal is to find a fin
statec(x,y) that satisfies both Eq.~1! and Eq.~2!, by choos-
ing the right form ofBzBz8 .

III. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

Finding the exact solution of Eqs.~1! and~2! is difficult.
Therefore, a numerical algorithm is used to find an appro
mate solution. The functionBzBz8 is parameterized by a se
of parameterspm , m51,2, . . . ,M . The aim is to adjustpm’s
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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to minimize the quantityQ5(n51
N (gn f2gni)

2. The quantity
Q is a function of thepm’s anddQ'(m51

M (]Q/]pm)dpm . If
the pm’s change an amountdpm52s(]Q/]pm) with steps
being a sufficiently small positive number, thenQ decreases
an amount ofdQ'2s(m(]Q/]pm)2. Given a set ofpm’s,
one can calculate theQ and ]Q/]pm’s by first solving Eq.
~1! and then finding thegn f’s from the solution of Eq.~1!.
This procedure of decreasingQ can be repeated untilQ is
minimized. The finalc thus obtained is the final equilibrium
of the initial state and it can then be examined to see whe
it has an island structure.

Obviously, the initial island-free equilibrium itself is a
ways a possible final state. A successful algorithm must
a final state other than the initial one if the initial equilibriu
is unstable to the tearing mode. A proof is given in the a
pendix showing that the Jacobi algorithm10 ~or its variants
like the Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over-Relaxation a
rithms! used to solve Eq.~1! converges to the initial stat
only if the D8 of the initial state is negative. So if the initia
equilibrium is tearing-mode unstable (D8.0), the algorithm
moves the solution away from it towards a different equil
rium.

Numerically, Eq.~1! is solved on a 25 by 49 grid with a
grid size of Dx5Dy51/24. The length of the grid in the
y-direction is half of the periodL plus 2Dy ~soL523/6! and
the boundary conditions in they-direction are]c(x,0)/]y
5]c(x,L/2)/]y50. The number of base functionsN is
taken to be 14. The form ofBzBz8 is taken to be

BzBz85p11p2S 12
c

cmax
D 1/2

1(
i 53

M

pi S 12
c

cmax
D i 22

,

with M57. The final result is found not to depend sen
tively on the grid size, the number of base functions (N), or
the number of the parameters (M ) in the expression of
BzBz8 .

The relative amount of reconnected flux,dc[1
2cx /cmax, is a measure of the size of the island. Here,cx

is thec value at the X-point. The following relation may b
used to relatedc and the full island widthWsat when the
island width is small,

dc5
1

2S Wsat

2 D 2

uc i9/c i ux50 , ~3!

wherec i is thec of the initial equilibrium. Plotted in Fig. 2
is dc calculated using the algorithm described here for
family of initial equilibria ~differentD8) described in Section
II. We can see that the island only exists (dc.0) when
D8.0. Thus, the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ approach gives th
same linear stability criterion as conventional tearing mo
theory.1 As a comparison, the saturation island width c
also be estimated using the assumption that the mode
rates when the value of the nonlinear version of the stab
parameterD8 vanishes.3,11 For the family of the initial equi-
librium used in our example, the saturation width is fou
analytically to be
Downloaded 07 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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Wsat52
2

k
arctan~cotk!. ~4!

Thedc estimated from Eqs.~3! and~4! is also plotted in Fig.
2. The saturation level from the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ ap
proach is found to be somewhat smaller than that estima
from the combination of Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated in this paper that the ‘‘alm
ideal MHD’’ constraint can be used to determine linear s
bility of an equilibrium of slab geometry against the teari
mode. We have also demonstrated that the constraint ca
used to determine the saturation amplitude for the linea
unstable case. The saturation amplitude found differs so
what from that predicted by the theory of Whiteet al.3 We
do not know the origin of this discrepancy.

The initial equilibria studied here are symmetric a
have no pressure gradient. The ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ co
straint approach can be extended to include a pressure
current density gradient at the resonant surface of the in
equilibrium.8 It is possible that under these more complicat
situations linearly stable but nonlinearly unstable cases, s
lar to the neoclassical tearing mode, can be found.12
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APPENDIX: RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMERICAL
AND PLASMA INSTABILITY

The Jacobi algorithm is

dc

dN
5

d2

4
@¹2c1 f ~c!#,

where N is the iteration number,d is the grid size, and
f (c)[BzBz8 . Near the desired solutioncs we expandc as
c5cs1f with ufu!ucsu. Then the change off after each
iteration is

FIG. 2. The reconnected fluxdc for different initial equilibria ~different
D8) calculated by using the ‘‘almost ideal MHD’’ constraint and by usin
the requirementD8(Wsat)50. In both cases, an island exists (dc.0) only
whenD8.0.
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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df

dN
5

d2

4
@¹2f1 f 8~cs!f#.

The convergence of the scheme is equivalent to the requ
ment that all eigenvalueslk in the eigenvalue problem~with
appropriate boundary conditions!,

¹2fk1 f 8~cs!fk1lkfk50, ~A1!

are positive.
The linearized equation which allows a discontinuity

the first derivative of the tearing mode amplitudec1 at the
resonant surface (x50) is

¹2c11 f 8~cs!c11cd~x!50, ~A2!

whered(x) is thed-function andc is a constant. The stabil
ity parameterD8 is, by definition,

D8[
1

c1~0!
E

02

01

c19dx52
c

c1~0!
. ~A3!

We can expandd(x) andc1(x) in the eigenfunctionsfk :

d~x!5( akfk ,

c1~x!5( bkfk . ~A4!

Comparing Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! we obtain

cak

bk
5lk . ~A5!

The coefficientsak can be determined from the properties
d(x) and the orthogonality offk , which gives

ak5
fk~0!

dk
2 , ~A6!
Downloaded 07 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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with dk
25*fk

2dx. Putting Eqs.~A4!, ~A5!, and ~A6! into
~A3!, we obtain

D852S ( 1

lk
•

fk
2~0!

dk
2 D 21

.

Therefore, for the Jacobi algorithm to converge to the init
equilibrium ~all lk.0), D8 must be negative.
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